The Nordic Council for Reindeer Research (NOR) coordinates research related to reindeer husbandry in Fennoscandia. It advises the Nordic Council of Ministers on matters concerning both reindeer and reindeer husbandry.

Applications are invited for the position of Secretary of the Nordic Council for Reindeer Research (NOR) which will be vacant from 1st May 1995.

The Secretary is responsible for the administration of NOR's office.

On behalf of NOR the Secretary provides information for, and establishes and maintains contacts between researchers within and beyond member countries (Finland, Greenland, Norway and Sweden).

A principal duty of the Secretary is to edit and publish the journal Rangifer, which is the scientific journal of NOR.

The Secretary-Editorship is a full-time, permanent position. It will be based at an organisation or institution in either Finland, Norway or Sweden which is shown to have an interest in and relevance for reindeer husbandry. The country of localisation will be decided after negotiation with the successful candidate.

NOR is looking for a candidate with experience in administration, including financial accounting, who has a background in research and proven experience in publishing results in scientific, international journals. The successful candidate should be fluent in one of the Scandinavian languages and have working ability in English. Knowledge in Finnish or Saami will be an advantage.

NOR desires the position to be filled as soon as possible after 1st May. Salary is negotiable and will depend on where the position is localised, the experience, and the scientific qualifications of the successful applicant.

Further information is available from the Chairman of NOR, Karstein Bye, tel.: (+47) 784 34 944; fax: (+47) 784 37 069.

Applications must be mailed not later than 22nd May 1995 to:

Nordic Council for Reindeer Research (NOR),
Att. Karstein Bye,
Directorate of Reindeer Husbandry,
N-9500 Alta,
Norway.